

    
        
            
            
        

    

    
    
        
            	
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        360° Vision

                    

                    
                        PhantomVision™ is a scalable, flexible and reliable Deep Learning based computer vision solution
                        that provides a comprehensive suite of Euro NCAP compliant ADAS features. It supports vehicle,
                        pedestrian, bicyclist, free-space, traffic sign and traffic light detection. It is a visual
                        perception engine that enables a single or multiple camera to autonomously recognize road
                        objects
                        and sophisticated traffic directions in the vicinity of its driving path. The multi-camera
                        system
                        covers a 360 degree view from the vehicle in an optimal combination of front, side, rear-view
                        cameras
                        and does not allow any blind spots. Gazing at a far-distant area from front and rear cameras
                    

                
	
                    
                        increases the safety margin from dynamically and aggressively moving traffic.The real-time
                        detection and
                        target tracking on a bird-eye view provides an accurate motion estimate
                        of road objects to various ADAS functions such as AEB (Auto Emergency Braking), ACC (Adaptive
                        Cruise Control),
                        TJA (Traffic Jam Assist) and LKAS (Lane Keeping Assist System). PhantomVision™ can be deployed
                        on low power
                        embedded SoCs (System on Chip) with leveraging our innovative deep learning and computer vision
                        technology
                        running on hardware accelerators.
                    

                


        

    

    
        
            	
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        Sensors

                    

                    
                        PhantomFusion™ is a platform independent sensor fusion and object tracking system.
                        The modular sensor fusion solution creates a thorough environmental model by fusing
                        outputs from various sensors like camera, radar, LiDAR and ultrasonic. It generates
                        the most accurate and clear detections in any scenes and guarantees detections in any partial
                    

                
	
                    
                        sensor fail events by combining
                        the strengths of each sensor with tracker. Regardless of vehicle type and sensor placement,
                        PhantomFusion™ allows for faster integration of a perception system and more uniform tracking
                        in the areas needed for various levels of autonomy.
                    

                


        

    

    
        
            	
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        ADAS Control

                    

                    
                        PhantomDrive™ is a vehicle control solution that creates a safe and natural vehicle
                        movement by predicting the motion of objects detected. Each function is available
                        by sensor configuration and map availability. The system is scalable and can be applied
                        to any level of automation. It understands road and traffic situation from perception output,
                        screens out any false-positive information and compensates for any missing information by
                        rational reasoning.
                        The system assesses any collision risk against other objects and/or deviating risk from lane or
                        road boundaries and
                    

                
	
                    
                        decides appropriate functions based on risk assessment and ego-vehicle's status.
                        By generating the future vehicle trajectory, it controls acceleration, braking and steering.
                        It minimizes the probability of any kind of collision and handles any emergency situation caused
                        by other object or by fail events. PhantomDrive™ enables features like Adaptive Cruise Control
                        with cut-in vehicle handling, Automatic Lane Keeping and Automatic Lane Change.
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                        Phantom AI

                    

                    
                        A modular, software-based autonomous vehicle stack that allows
                        Tier 1 suppliers and OEMs to customize and
                        configure for unparalleled flexibility.
                    

                

            

            
                
            
        

        
            
                	
                        
                            PHANTOM AI

                            
                                Founded by a team with deep automotive and AI expertise, Phantom AI provides a
                                comprehensive
                                autonomous driving platform featuring computer vision, sensor fusion and control
                                capabilities.
                            

                        

                    
	
                        
                            PHANTOM AI

                             Phantom AI's scalable software technology, which has already been proven in the market, demonstrates the highest prevision and accuracy while maintaining significantly better computational efficiency compared to existing solutions. 
                            

                        

                    
	
                        
                            PHANTOM AI

                            
                                To democratize the use of advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS) to reduce accidents,
                                save lives and make driving more enjoyable, while delivering tomorrow’s self-driving
                                technology.
                            

                        

                    


                	
	


            

        

        
            
                	
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                360° Vision

                            

                            
                                PhantomVision™ is a scalable, flexible and reliable Deep Learning based computer vision
                                solution
                                that provides a comprehensive suite of Euro NCAP compliant ADAS features. It supports
                                vehicle,
                                pedestrian, bicyclist, free-space, traffic sign and traffic light detection.
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                                PhantomFusion™ is a platform independent sensor fusion and object tracking system.
                                The modular sensor fusion solution creates a thorough environmental model by fusing
                                outputs
                                from various sensors like camera, radar, LiDAR and ultrasonic.
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                                PhantomDrive™ is a vehicle control solution that creates a safe and natural vehicle
                                movement by predicting the motion of objects detected. Each function is available
                                by sensor configuration and map availability.
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            Industry’s most advanced computer vision technology

            
                
                    	Camera
	Data
	Annotation
	Deep Learning
	Optimization


                

            

            
                
                    	Camera
	Data
	Annotation


                    	Deep Learning
	Optimization


                

            

            	
                    	Camera Gain Control
	Image capture with “Best Camera Exposure Control” for daytime and nighttime (Tunnel, Direct
                            Sun etc.).


                    
                        
                    

                
	
                    	Optimal Data & Data Augmentation
	Optimal data including all types of corner cases for Deep Learning and Novel data
                            augmentation techniques to increase diversity of data


                    
                        
                    

                
	
                    	Labeling Technique
	Best annotation policy gained from a unique experience with millions of data and hundreds of
                            labelers


                    
                        
                    

                
	
                    	Deep Learning & Post Processing
	Powerful Deep Learning detection pipeline with sophisticated tracking algorithms


                    
                        
                    

                
	
                    	Code Optimization
	Real-Time processing of multiple cameras with state-of-the art Deep Learning models


                    
                        
                    

                


        

        
            
                We're Phantom AI

                	
                        
                            Phantom AI is a well-funded autonomous vehicle startup founded by Hyunggi Cho and
                            Chan Kyu Lee from Tesla and Hyundai who’ve developed and shipped ADAS (Advanced Driver
                            Assistance Systems).
                            At Phantom, we’ve built cost effective level 2/3 solutions to reduce the burden of everyday
                            driving and
                            make the roads safe for everyone. For instance, we believe democratizing technologies such
                            as Automatic
                            Emergency Braking and Emergency Lane Support is the first priority before tackling a fully
                            self-driving vehicle.
                        

                        
                            
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Our main customers are Tier 1 automotive manufacturers who are focused on delivering
                            level 2/3 solutions and in the future will deliver full autonomy. We differentiate
                            ourselves from other autonomous driving startups through a combination of state-of-the-art
                            technological know-how and real automotive experiences of shipping ADAS systems at volume
                            production scale.
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                            make the roads safe for everyone. For instance, we believe democratizing technologies such
                            as Automatic
                            Emergency Braking and Emergency Lane Support is the first priority before tackling a fully
                            self-driving vehicle.
                        

                        
                            Our main customers are Tier 1 automotive manufacturers who are focused on delivering
                            level 2/3 solutions and in the future will deliver full autonomy. We differentiate
                            ourselves from other autonomous driving startups through a combination of state-of-the-art
                            technological know-how and real automotive experiences of shipping ADAS systems at volume
                            production scale.
                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    Phantom AI is not an ordinary startup

                

                
                    Most members have a unique set of experiences spanning from multiple automotive OEMs and Tier 1
                    suppliers
                    (Tesla, Hyundai, Intel, and Apple). Various members have earned their PhD and Master’s degrees in
                    robotics
                    and autonomous systems from top universities such as Stanford, UC Berkeley, and Carnegie Mellon.
                

            

            

        

        
            
                Work with us in
 creating the future

                
                    
                        At Phantom AI, we’ve built a team of incredibly talented and ambitious people challenging
                        the norm in the automotive industry. Come join us to work on a meaningful impact. We’d love to
                        hear from you.
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                Contact

                
                    	
                            PRESS

                            press@phantom.ai
                        
	
                            PARTNERSHIPS

                            partners@phantom.ai
                        
	
                            GENERAL INFO

                            info@phantom.ai
                        
	
                            SALES INQUIRY

                            sales@phantom.ai 
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